The sarcoglycan complex in Schwann cells and its role in myelin stability.
Sarcoglycans are originally identified in muscle for their involvement in limb-girdle muscular dystrophies. They form a multi-meric complex (alpha-, beta-, gamma-, delta-sarcoglycan) that associates with dystrophin, dystroglycan and other proteins to constitute the larger dystrophin-glycoprotein complex at the muscle membrane. Three sarcoglycan subunits (epsilon-, beta-, delta-sarcoglycan) were previously identified in Schwann cells and shown to associate with dystroglycan and a Schwann cell-specific dystrophin isoform (Dp116) at the outermost Schwann cell membrane. Currently, little is known about the exact composition and function of the sarcoglycan complex in the peripheral nervous system. In this study, we showed that the Schwann cell sarcoglycan complex consists of epsilon-, beta-, delta-sarcoglycan and the newly identified zeta-sarcoglycan subunit. The expression of sarcoglycans precedes the onset of myelination and is induced by neurons. In sarcoglycan-deficient BIO14.6 hamsters, loss of the Schwann cell sarcoglycan complex reduces the steady state levels of alpha-dystroglycan and Dp116. Ultrastructural analysis of sciatic nerves from the mutant animals revealed altered myelin sheaths and disorganized Schmidt-Lanterman incisures indicative of myelin instability. The disruption in myelin structure increased in severity with age. Nerve conduction studies also showed subtle electrophysiological abnormalities in the BIO14.6 hamsters consistent with reduced myelin stability. Together, these findings suggest an important role of sarcoglycans in the stability of peripheral nerve myelin.